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Explanatory answers (for selected questions)

3. The correction is ‘It is I’.

4. We say ‘on a holiday’.

5. It is correct to say ‘such a mess’.

6. The correction of ‘only he stood a’  in option B is ‘he stood only a’.

7. We say ‘by announcing the date of’ something.

13-17. The sequence is V, I, III, IV, II.

20. The paragraph explains ‘why’ the stomach behaves differently.

21. The choice ‘hunger pangs’ is a misfit. Refer to sentence 2 of the passage. ‘Hunger pangs’
are first felt, juices are then secreted after which they churn.

33. The phrases ‘may be potentially lethal’ and ‘is responsible’ are a matter of opinion.

34. The phrase ‘can result in’ is an inference.

35. The statement can be verified. So it is a fact.

36. The clauses ‘you probably think of...’ and ‘Earth’s largest desert is actually a....’ point to
choice D.

40. ‘This’ has its reference to the previous sentence which says that Antarctica, which has
cold air, does not hold much moisture. The words in para 2 ‘the Antarctica, the coldest
place’ lead us to infer that any other desert/place has air warmer than Anterctica. Thus
choice C can be understood. Choice A is stated in the passage. Statement B is incorrect.
D is neither an inference nor can it be understood, it is a fact.

41. Only ‘Perak’ from the given options receives morning showers.

43. The weather is ‘fair’ (meaning there are no showers or thunderstorms) in Sarawak; this
permits activities like jogging.
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